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~~ The Grail Connection ~
January 2012

Christmas Greetings from the ILT (and more)
They followed the deep desire of their hearts...
Rose from the sleepy routine of the every day life...
Were on the way with the promise of light....
The star, prophesied to Israel and all of good will, brought them to a king,
helpless, small, poor, dependent, but full of radiating love and peace....
And they fell on their knees in adoration!
Christmas 2011
Dear Friends in the Grail all over the world,
Also Grail women were on the way with a promise, 90 long years, they bound their
life to a star leading them to the unity with the God-with-us, Emmanuel, the
redeemer who chose to be one of us, so as to make us one in and with him. The
services of many women all over the world and through decades are the gift we
bear.
Will we have the courage to search for the star within
us, in our communities, in the work we do, in the
challenges of our world? Will faith lead us to new ways
and insights? Are we ready to find fulfilment totally
different as we
expected? And yet
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From Hermine Glaser, who created this
card in honor of her husband, Dan,
who passed away on Sept. 12.

May the seeds you planted in South
Africa this September, yield a hundred
fold and the bless us all in the New
Year and all the years to come
May God bless and keep you this
Christmas and always
From the Grail in South Africa
On behalf of PNG
Grail; our
Greetings to
each and
everyone of you.
May we all
continue to walk
in God’s Spirit in
this long journey
together for the
Blessed New
Year 2012.

From Ria de Groot who, inspired
by GA,, is working with others to
create a new Grail circle in
northern California

Belated Merry
Christmas & A
Happy New Year.
Love; Albina
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From the Grail in the Netherlands
Message from Grail in Uganda
Another precious year of our life has gone.
There is hope for each one of us. I wish you
all a delightful Christmas and a Happy
New Year: may it bring you new hopes and
renewed vigour to traverse the way before
you. Let us have sincere devotion and
implicit faith in the child Jesus who is yet
to be born. Let us accept to share in the joy
and peace he carries along. My heart goes
out in love to all of you.
I am sending you this Christmas greeting
from Uganda. I might not be physically
with you this day, but my heart is with you
all and in spirit I am with each one of you.
MERRY X-MAS & A FRUITFUL NEW YEAR.

Un viaggio lungo mille kilometri inizia con un piccolo
passo ( Lao Tse)
BUON NATALE
A journey 1000 Km long starts with a single little
step (Lao Tse)
MERRY CHRISTMAS
and
HAPPY NEW YEAR
IL GRAAL ITALIA
The Grail
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A Grail Tale (of Activism)
Judith Blackburn

I went home from the GA fired up to do something about fracking in my home community of
Longmont, Colorado, just as our City Council was considering applications from Big Oil for leasing
public land east of town for drilling. Joy Garland and Kate Twohy had already given me a “heads up”
about how tricky it is to oppose fracking, and I had seen the DVD Gasland. But most of my neighbors
and the majority of our seven city council members seemed woefully uninformed about what was
going on.
Anyway the part of this tale that I want to share here is how appreciative I am for all the years of
planning and facilitating meetings I’ve had, thanks to my work in the Grail. A small group of us here
in Longmont is just beginning to organize ourselves to oppose fracking at nearby Union Reservoir and
within city limits. We’ve had three opportunities to speak (for three minutes each) during city council
meetings, and we’ve helped convince the council to enact a four-month moratorium on fracking.
However, the moratorium merely delays the drilling. We’ve got major work to do in the interim.
What has become immediately apparent is that our little band of anti-frackers is well informed about
the dangers inherent in fracking and passionate in their opposition to it, but they don’t know much at
all about working together. Although most of them are diligent researchers and thus full of ideas
about action steps, at our first meeting it became immediately apparent that we might implode
internally. One group wanted to advocate for strict regulations, and others wanted to pursue a
citizen rights ordinance (I won’t go into the intricacies of the complex reasons these two approaches
differ). Furthermore, people were anxious and either yelled at each other or held back in silence,
threatening to withdraw from the struggle entirely. I felt like the new kid on the block, but I
volunteered to facilitate our second meeting since no one else was willing and/or able.
I think I caught them by surprise since I was an unknown quantity. It’s not that I did such a fantastic
job facilitating the second meeting, but I do know how to make use of the white board for setting an
agenda, how to establish some ground rules, and when to request that participants limit their
speaking so that others can be heard. And—need I say it?—I’ve had my share of experience
facilitating “fractious” groups (pardon the pun). After that second meeting, one woman came up to
me and said, “How did you learn to run meetings so well? I want to learn that.” When I told her I
learned it from the Grail, she wanted to know more and asked if she could become a member. You
can bet that I whipped out my Grail business card and invited her to my home “sometime soon” to
learn more about the Grail.
I wouldn’t be honest if I didn’t report that the third meeting, which I also facilitated, did not go so
well. Sometimes it feels like pulling teeth to get that group to listen to each other. I’m trying hard to
let my ego get out of the way and to do this activism bit as a servant of the Holy Spirit, so it’s a
definite learning process for me and very humbling. However, my point is that my Grail training is
playing a big part in my ability to step forward on the fracking front out here.
Once again I learned that when we think of what the Grail “is doing in the world,” we have to take a
large view—Grail in the world is not just our shared, united communal actions, but also our individual
efforts that actualize Grail values and experience, especially if we pay homage to that legacy as we
move forward.
The Grail
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So What Does All This Transition Stuff
Have to Do With Grail/ville?
Bonnie Hendricks

Recap: What is the Transition [Town] Movement? The Transition Movement is comprised of vibrant,
grassroots community initiatives that seek to build community resilience in the face of such challenges as
peak oil, climate change and the economic crisis. (transitionus.org)

During the first Transition training I participated in they had us plot ourselves on a grid. Along the
horizontal axis, we stood in answer to the question: Do you think peak oil, climate change and the
global financial crises will result in a slow, gradual decline of life as we know it or more of an
overnight collapse? On the vertical axis, the question was: How sure are you of this?
(A little graphic follows to the right if you need help visualizing this.)
There were a few folks in the upper left hand corner: 100% sure that an overnight collapse is
imminent, but most of us (myself included) were clustered somewhere near the middle. I found this
to be a very helpful exercise, both to figure out where I was and to get a sense of the group with
whom I was about to spend the weekend. But what struck
100%
me most is how uncertain most of us were – and this was
sure
‘the choir’ so to speak, a group fairly well versed in issues of
peak oil and climate change. We really don’t know what will
gradual
quick
happen.
decline
collapse
I’m reminded of these various perspectives and certaintynot at all sure
levels as I approach Gumbo this month with the task of
bridging Transition with Grailville and my work here. The bottom line: none of us know what is going
to happen (even if we think we do ). This time of year especially the media is full of trend analysis
and future predictions. But the only thing we can be sure of is change. We are looking towards a
future that will be different from the past.
Having said that, the data about where we as a planet and what this means for where we’re headed
is not particularly hope-filled. I was particularly struck by this week’s headlines proclaiming 2011 as
the year of extreme weather, and the deeply troubling list of extreme weather events (links below).
The temptation to either despair or bury-one’s-head-in-sand is great. Transition offers an alternative.
Without shying away from the hard realities, Transition offers a framework and set of tools for living
into this change that is positive, life-giving and proactive.
So in regards to Grailville and the Grail. As we plan for the future, the realities of climate change,
increasing (fossil fuel) energy costs and global financial instability need to be part of the conversation.
Grailville has a rich history of changing with the times; what are the implications and opportunities
for Grailville now in light of current global realities? As shocks from these instabilities increase, the
need for resiliency likewise increases. How do we maximize Grailville’s resilience to withstand and
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recover from such shocks, and what role does Grailville have to play in bolstering the region’s
resiliency?
It’s been exciting to see what has changed locally in the few years I was gone. Like everywhere in the
country, local food is booming. The Loveland Farmer’s Market was particularly successful in its first
year; the organizers bowed to pressure to extend the season and the December market was moved
indoors and held at Grailville!
Permaculture is also taking hold; more
TRANSITION AND THE GRAIL
than 60 people have been through the
Permaculture Design Certification
It was no surprise that so much energy was
program locally in the last few years
generated around Transition at the GA – there is a
(Mary Lu Lageman is part of the core
lot of “grailness” in Transition! Here are a few
teaching team). Lonely Planet has even
aspects of Transition in which the Grail has much
put Cincinnati on their list of “Top 10
experience:
travel Destinations for 2012” – right up
 Relationship and community are essential
there with Hawai’i and the Virgin Islands!
ingredients
(Interestingly enough, the Hudson River
 Learning is a life-long process and there is a
Valley is also on the list – it must be all
desire to understanding the complexities of
the good Grail energy we’re generating!
the issues with which we are dealing
)
As the cost of all things dependent on
fossil fuels continue to rise and extreme
weather events continue to disrupt a
global marketplace, I believe that we are
looking at a future that is much more
local. I also believe that with the Grail’s
rich history and present day work in
education, agriculture, community and
spiritual deepening at Grailville, we are
well-placed to be a key partner in
contributing to the region’s resiliency.



Prescriptive answers aren’t disseminated;
instead, there is a recognition that each
place is unique and local projects develop
based on the interests and talents of those
who show up



Processes are engaging, creative and fun



We are participating in a shift at the level of
Culture



The work of transformation is both outer
(in the world) and inner

2011: THE YEAR IN EXTREME WEATHER
http://thinkprogress.org/romm/2012/01/02/396307/top-10-global-weather-events-of-2011/
PBS News Hour clip focused more on US events: http://video.pbs.org/video/2181432528
Bonnie Hendricks is working with the Grailville staff and other interested folks to investigate how
Grailville could play a larger role in work that is emerging globally and locally around the
environment, energy, food, sustainability and regional resilience. If you'd like more information or to
get involved, you can reach Bonnie at (513) 683-5750 or by email, bonnie@grail-us.org.
Post Script: Bonnie has added a few more posts to the Transition forum on the Grail website,
including the just-released trailer for the new Transition movie. Comments welcome!
http://grail-us.org/member-forums/grail-discussion/transition-town-movement/
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Politics and Spirituality Retreat at Cornwall
Emily Thomas

The New York City Politics and Spirituality Circle held a retreat at Cornwall in December. Not
only did a group of Grail members and explorers have a great weekend together, but we used it as an
opportunity to reach out to new friends. We invited several members of the Occupy Wall Street
Women's Spirituality Circle – organized by Grail Explorer Laura Paskell-Brown. We're building closer
relations with them, enjoying some new youthful energy during the weekend and good discussion.
We each made timelines of life-changing moments in our lives, noting what happened in our
teens, 20's, 30's, 40's, etc. (Either events we had lived or possibly in the future.) Then we told our
stories to each other, with some very deep and meaningful sharing, and good networking. Brigitte
Stark-Merklein led us in Advent activities from her childhood in Germany.
But, better than my description, let me quote from a new friend (hopefully on the path that
leads towards Grail membership).
Thanks, for sending out the contact list for this past weekend. It's very helpful as Carol
Skyrm called me yesterday morning with a job offer for me for the day helping out with a
huge shipping order at the firm where she works. I was happy to have the work.
It was a very successful weekend and I enjoyed very much the dialogue about Occupy Wall
Street as well as creating the time line that most of us participated in eagerly. It was a
unique way of getting to know each other better and revealing on a very personal level.
People disclosed things about themselves, including myself, that ordinarily would not come
up in a normal conversation. Also the Advent wreath ceremony was lovely.
The food was scrumptious and I felt so well taken care of. I would consider it gourmet
food and so fresh and healthy. Many thanks to Emily Thomas and Brigitte Stark-Merklein for
spearheading great menus. Every single meal was a real treat. (Loved the desserts as well
even though I say I shouldn't indulge.)
So many thanks to you and all The Grail women for a fabulous weekend. See you soon.
Blessings,
Lynn (Boyle)
Couldn't have said it better myself.
PS: we're inviting them all to events, and to become involved with the Grail. Not only are P&S Grail
women going to the OWS Women's Spirituality Circle, but inviting them to meetings as well as the
Play in the Snow Weekend coming up. Experiencing the Grail is what it's all about!
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Images from the Dec. 9-11 Politics and Spirituality Retreat
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From Friend of the Grail to Grail Member:
What’s the Difference? Why Does It Matter?
Noreen Willhelm

The Grail and its centers, Grailville and Cornwall, have been the recipients over the years of generous
financial support by members of the general public. Often it’s from people who are drawn to the
programs at the centers, are moved by the mission of the Grail, or are want to show support for a
Grail member. Sometimes a gift is one time only; sometimes it becomes a years-long manifestation of
loyalty and commitment. And sometimes, the donor describes that commitment by calling herself a
Grail member. It’s similar to the membership gifts solicited by art museums or other civic institutions
– membership is evidence of ownership, partnership, an investment in a mission.
That investment is enormously valuable to the Grail. It links another person to our work, evidences
commitment to the Grail’s vision of transforming the world. It increases the ‘surface area’ of those
who share that mission. But it’s something we’ve not been very good about acknowledging or even
incorporating into the way we operate.
For the most part, Grail members recognize as members others who have made a commitment in the
Grail after going through some kind of an education or formation program, be it time spent in the
early days at the Year School, in residential training at a city center, Semester at Grailville, Seminary
Quarter at Grailville or, more recently, in partnership with a Grail mentor or Grail group. In that
recent method, the new member is asked, in making her commitment:


Will you support the Grail vision and mission, both national and international? Support
means that these values are your own personal values as well and that you agree to live them
out in your life to the best of your ability. Obviously, there is plenty of room for most of us to
grow in how we understand and live into the vision and mission after we have become
members. Support of them also implies that you will publicly claim them and describe them
(in your own words) if asked.



Will you stay well informed about Grail governance and current issues? This means that
you will read the weekly National Grail News and the monthly Gumbo newsletters and at
least peruse the other publications and electronic communications coming from the centers
and the national or international offices. You will respond when participation is requested.
When possible, you will be in touch with several other Grail members or a regional group.



Will you make it a practice to donate money to further the work of the Grail locally and
nationally? Your financial contribution is important; it is a way of expressing your
commitment in support of Grail work individually and collectively.



Will you be active in expressing the vision and mission within the Grail? This means you will
be an informed voter, when necessary, and, unless infirm, you will participate in at least one
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Grail group, Grail center, and/or Grail National gathering. Also you will find a way to
volunteer your time in some capacity on Grail projects or at Grail centers. As you become
ready, you will assume leadership in some Grail project.
Right now, the Grail is in the midst of conversations about what it means to become a member of the
Grail. We’ve added a Membership Development and Enrichment Team to our stable of resources,
along with the Exploring Membership Team. The former’s goal is to lead the development of our
member outreach and create means for enhancing members’ participation and engagement in the
Grail; the latter works to cast a wider net, encouraging and developing those who have expressed
interest in becoming a Grail member.
For both, there is the overriding question: what does it mean to be a Grail member? Sometimes we
make things more complicated than they need be. Can you answer the questions above in the
affirmative? Do you value the history of this movement and share the Grail’s commitment “to
spiritual search, social transformation, ecological sustainability, and the release of women’s creative
energy throughout the world?” Is it important to you to continue that work in a community of
women, connected in service throughout the world? Then perhaps you (or someone you know)
really should be a Grail member. You’ve met the others; don’t you want to join them?

Grail Birthdays: January
Make a call, drop a note or send an email to one of your sisters on her special day.
January 9: Judy Markle

January 1*: Sue Ann Kraus

January 9: Laura Pagoada-Mellado

January 1*: Theresa Sapunar

January 10: Elizabeth Murphy

January 1*: Louise Young

January 11: Elizabeth Rose

January 1*: Nora Martinez

January 15: Margarita Cabrera

January 1*: Deborah Silvestri
January 2: Heather Teagan Blackburn

January 20: Marjourie Toups
January 22: Terry Marshall

January 4: Kate Twohy

January 23: Elizabeth Robinson

January 5: Dottie Cortez

January 27: Janet Farley

January 6: Judith Defour-Howard

January 28: Kathleen Walzer

January 7: Cherie Holman

January 30: Ann Steffy

January 7: Lynn Louchart-Kiefer
January 8: Patricia Dolan

*For those with “January 1” birthdays, that’s actually a code – we don’t actually have their
birthdays because….(drum roll here) we still haven’t received everyone’s 2011 Grail Census!
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MEMBER GIVING TO THE NATIONAL GRAIL. WHY?
Why is there an expectation that active and wider members should make a
financial contribution to The Grail’s national operations, along with your commitment of
time and energy? After all, you already give to Grailville or Cornwall or projects like the
St. Teresa of Avila School in Tanzania. And it’s clear why the Centers need money –
they’ve got buildings to maintain, utilities to pay, staff to compensate, programs to fund.
But why do we need to have a National office, with its own set of expenses? Because
although Grailville and Cornwall are centers of The Grail, they aren’t the entirety of The
Grail. You are. You and your sisters.
What the National office staff does is help implement the mission, vision, goals
and the Strategic Plan you all affirmed by:


Supporting the Council, the leadership of The Grail, and the committees:
Finance, International, Membership, Elders, Personnel, Call to Leadership



Managing the resources of The Grail and the investments of the funds so
graciously and generously given by members and friends who went before us,
enabling us to:
o Provide for the elders who’ve committed their lives to The Grail
o Support the centers as the living face of The Grail

o Continue the work with you, as we have for more than 70 years in the
United States.
and by helping to further the movement – providing you with opportunities to
connect, through:
 The weekly National Grail News
 The monthly Gumbo
 The U.S. and regional Grail listservs
 The website, www.us-grail.org and social media
 Maintaining the member list and publishing the Salmon Sheets
 Coordinating national gatherings, ensuring that Grail members can get together
at least annually
 Tracking and sharing the work of Grail groups and regions
It’s a circle. It begins and ends with the members, you. Your work is valuable; it
needs to continue. Please make your gift or your pledge to The Grail today. In return, we
will promise to give you honest stewardship of your gifts and the opportunity to build the
movement that means so much to all of us.
The Grail
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GRAIL MEMBER CONTRIBUTIONS
THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2011
Total Member-Giving To The Grail: $162,106
All member categories:
Active:
Wider members:
Emerita:

189 (74%)
138 (82%)
19 (68%)
31 (52%)

National Fund:
Grailville:
Cornwall:
Special Projects:

$81,209
$27,595
$23,371
$29,931

Thank you to all of the Grail Members who have made a contribution this year, to National operations, Grailville or
Cornwall or to a Special Project. If you have given and don’t see your name reflected here, please call the National office,
(513) 683-5750. We’re working hard to make sure all of our information is correct and appreciate your help and your
understanding.

Members who have made their 2011 contribution between January 1-December 31, 2011
Helen Adler
Judy Alves
Donna Ambrogi
Joyce Asfour
Constance Barrow
Carol Barton
Shirley Beaupre
Marcia Bedard
Jane Bergquist
Mary Louise
Birmingham
Heather Teagan
Blackburn
Judith Blackburn
Mary Bohlen
Gloria Boudreaux
Pat Bell Bradley
Rose Mae Broussard
Margaret Bruck
Wendy Budzynski
Mindy Farasey Burger
Margarita Cabrera
Penny Carr
Jacqueline Carroll
Teresa Carter
Rose Mary Clark
Mary Ellen Clifford
Pamela Cobey
Barbara Coleman
Rosa De Jesus Contreras
Angelica Contreras
Nancy Cooneyl
Vivian Corres
Dottie Cortez
Bethann Witcher
Cottrell
Judith Cox
Marguerite Coyle
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Mary Therese Coyle
Theresa C. Czerwinski
Ann Marie Czyzewski
Helen Davis
Maria De Groot
Mary Kay Delgado
Virginia Deters
Catherine Devlin
Mary Gene Devlin
Patricia Dillon
Jackie DiSalvo
Mary Divito
Patricia Dolan
Taya Doro-Mitchell
Alice Dougan
Monica Erler
Ingrid Farnham
Mary Farrell
Brigitte Ferrari-Cicero
Cecilia Figueroa
Kathleen Fisher
Eva Fleischner
Joy France
Ruth Gallant
Joy Garland
Barbara Gibbons
Roberta Gill
Mary Gindhart
Hermine Glaser
Margaret Goederer
Marian April Goering
Elise Gorges
Carolyn Gratton
Jody Grundy
Lea Grundy
Terri Guest
Una Mae Hargrave
Diana Hayes

Frances Hebert
Jeanne Heiberg
Mary Heidkamp
Ann Heidkamp
Martha Heidkamp
Elizabeth Heidler
Grace Heising
Bonnie Hendricks
Rebecca Kremer Hill
T. Rose Holdcraft
Cherie Holman
Elaine Huber
Mary Hughes
Anne Hurley
Lucy Jones
Sharon Joslyn
Janet Kalven
Alexa Kane
Laura Kaplan
Jean Kearns
Renee Keels
Alice Kelly
Linda Kolts
Maureen Laflin
Mary Lu Lageman
Joann Lamb
Debra Lambo
Carol Hussong
Leopold
Lyllis Ling
Peg Linnehan
Angie Loecke
Peggy Logue
Mary Kay Louchart
Marian Lucas
Monica Maher
Gail Malley
Terry Marshall
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Frances Martin
Mary Ann McCarthy
Carole Spearin
McCauley
Marie Therese McDermit
Carol McDonnell
Elizabeth McGivney
Frances McLaughlin
Anne Mercier
Joyce Minkler
Marie Mohr-Grandstaff
Megan MonteleoneMorrison
Rose Morin
Elizabeth Murphy
Nina Naberhaus
elmira Nazombe
Lydia Nieves
Carol Nosko
Karen O'Brien
Trina Paulus
Shirley Piazza
Dorothy Rasenberger
Nancy Richardson
Lynn Robbins
Elizabeth Robinson
Maclovia Rodriguez
Loretta Rokey
Simonetta Romano
Marian Ronan
Elizabeth Rose
Beth Rosen
Rosa Ruiz
Marie Russell
Theresa Sapunar
Lenie Schaareman
Eileen Schaeffler
Debora Schak

Audrey Schomer
Marian Schwab
Dode Shepherd
Carol Siemering
Deborah Silvestri
Bernice Belair Sisson
Carol Skyrm
Angele Coyle Smith
Audrey Sorrento
Patricia St. Onge
Ann Steffy
Deborah Sullivan
Marie Sutter-Sinden
Maureen Tate
Rose Taul
Emily Thomas
Maria-Emilia Thomas
Sharon Thomson
Stephana (Mary Ann)
Tikalsky
Sally Timmel
Nancy Traer
Roberta Trombly
Barbara B. Troxell
Kate Twohy
Carolyn Vadala
Ruth Vargas
Barbara Waldron
Lillian Wall
Beth Wasmer
Carol Webb
Duanne Welsch
Carol White
Francine Wickes
Jay Williams
Teresa Wilson
Jean Wilson
Sharon Wood
Patricia Young
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